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ABSTRACT
Aims. A probable carbon enhanced metal-poor (CEMP) star, Pisces II 10694, was discovered recently in the ultra-faint (UFD) galaxy
Pisces II. This galaxy is supposed to be very old, suspected to include dark matter, and likely formed the bulk of its stars before the
reionisation of the Universe.
Methods. New abundances have been obtained from observations of Pisces II 10694 at the Kueyen ESO VLT telescope, using the
high-efficiency spectrograph: X-Shooter.
Results. We found that Pisces II 10694 is a CEMP-no star with [Fe/H]=–2.60 dex. Careful measurements of the CH and C2 bands
confirm the enhancement of the C abundance ([C/Fe]=+1.23). This cool giant has very probably undergone extra mixing and thus its
original C abundance could be even higher. Nitrogen, O, Na, and Mg are also strongly enhanced, but from Ca to Ni the ratios [X/Fe]
are similar to those observed in classical very metal-poor stars. With its low Ba abundance ([Ba/Fe] =–1.10 dex) Pisces II 10694 is a
CEMP-no star. No variation in the radial velocity could be detected between 2015 and 2017. The pattern of the elements has a shape
similar to the pattern found in galactic CEMP-no stars like CS 22949-037 ([Fe/H]=–4.0) or SDSS J1349+1407 ([Fe/H]=–3.6).
Conclusions. The existence of a CEMP-no star in the UFD galaxy Pisc II suggests that this small galaxy likely hosted zero-metallicity
stars. This is consistent with theoretical predictions of cosmological models supporting the idea that UFD galaxies are the living fossils
of the first star-forming systems.
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The ultra-faint dwarf (UFD) galaxies contain the largest frac-
tion of metal-poor stars of any galaxy type (e.g. Kirby et al.
2008) and they could be the direct descendants of the first
generation of galaxies in the Universe (Bovill & Ricotti 2009;
Salvadori & Ferrara 2009). It has been shown that the chemical
composition of the UFD stars is very similar to the chemical
composition of the extremely metal-poor (EMP) galactic stars,
(see e.g. Franc¸ois et al. 2016; Ji et al. 2016a,b).
In our Galaxy, in the ‘normal’ EMP turn-off stars, the abun-
dance ratios of the elements with respect to Fe is about the
same as that found in solar-type stars, except for the α elements
which are slightly enhanced with respect to iron (e.g. [Ca/Fe] ≈
0.3 dex). In these stars, C is also slightly enhanced: [C/Fe] has
been found equal to 0.45 ± 0.10 (Bonifacio et al. 2009). Many
giants undergo a deep mixing that transforms the atmospheric
carbon into nitrogen, and consequently their carbon abundance
is systematically lowered relative to turn-off stars, sometimes
with [C/Fe]¡0. The abundance of the elements heavier than Zn
(neutron-capture elements) is very scattered in the classical EMP
turn-off and giant stars (Franc¸ois et al. 2007; Spite et al. 2018).
At low metallicity many stars are carbon-enhanced com-
pared to the normal EMP stars. If we sample stars of lower
and lower metallicity, we find larger and larger fractions of
carbon-enhanced stars. About 30% to 40% of the EMP stars
with [Fe/H] ≈ −3 possess significant overabundances of car-
bon relative to iron. This fraction rises to at least 80% for stars
⋆ Based on observations collected at the European Organisation for
Astronomical Research in the Southern Hemisphere under ESO pro-
gramme 099.B-0062(A).
with [Fe/H] ¡–4.0 (Beers 2018), and among the twelve known
stars with 60 000 times less metals than the Sun ([Fe/H] <
−4.5), only one star (Caffau et al. 2011; Bonifacio et al. 2015)
has a confirmed carbon abundance not compatible with the
definition of the CEMP stars adopted here: [C/Fe] > +1.0
(Beers & Christlieb 2005).
The carbon-enhanced metal-poor (CEMP) stars have been
extensively studied in our Galaxy at low and high resolution
(e.g. Allen et al. 2012; Lee et al. 2013, 2014; Hansen et al. 2016;
Yoon et al. 2016, and references therein). They are charac-
terised by a strong overabundance of carbon, and very often an
overabundance of nitrogen, oxygen, and magnesium. Moreover,
they have very diverse abundances of the neutron-capture ele-
ments: some are very strongly polluted by neutron-capture ele-
ments built by the slow (‘s’) and sometimes the rapid (‘r’) pro-
cesses (here we call all of them CEMP-s). Others CEMP stars
do not show any enhancement of the neutron-capture elements
compared to the normal metal-poor stars and they are called
‘CEMP-no’. In our Galaxy, all the most metal-poor carbon-
rich stars ([Fe/H] < −3.6) belong, as far as we know, to
the group of the CEMP-no (Spite et al. 2013; Bonifacio et al.
2015; Caffau et al. 2018): their carbon abondance A(C) is al-
ways between A(C)=5.5 and 7.7. At higher metallicity some
stars are CEMP-no, but most of them are CEMP-s: their car-
bon abundance can reach A(C)=8.7, their Ba abundance is very
high, and they have generally been found to be binary stars
(see e.g. Caffau et al. 2018). According to several authors (e.g.
Masseron et al. 2010; Abate et al. 2015), their chemical pattern
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suggests a previous mass-transfer from their companion in its
asymptotic giant branch (AGB) phase.
Since their discovery it has been proposed that the CEMP-
no stars formed in an environment polluted by the first stel-
lar generations (e.g. Bonifacio et al. 2003; Nomoto et al. 2003).
This idea has been further confirmed by several authors who
suggest that the carbon in the CEMP-no stars was brought
by faint supernovae of zero metallicity (Cooke & Madau 2014;
de Bennassuti et al. 2014; Bonifacio et al. 2015). Probably the
C-enhancement made it easier for them to form from a gas
depleted in other metals, and the large scatter of the carbon
abundance displayed in these stars (about 1 dex) is the re-
sult of the nucleosynthesis of a limited number of faint su-
pernovae of zero metallicity that have polluted the gas. If this
scenario is correct, then many CEMP-no stars should be also
found in dwarf galaxies, and especially in UFD galaxies, which
are the faintest (L < 105L⊙), the more metal-poor, and likely
the oldest galactic systems (Salvadori et al. 2015). In recent
years, many metal-poor stars have been observed and analysed
in the dwarf galaxies of the Local Group, and several teams
have been looking for carbon-rich stars (e.g. Norris et al. 2010;
Lai et al. 2011; Frebel et al. 2014, 2016; Sku´lado´ttir et al. 2015;
Chiti et al. 2018). To date, however, only five true CEMP stars
([Fe/H] ≤ −2.5 and [C/Fe] > +1) have been observed in these
faint systems. All these stars are CEMP-no.
Recently Kirby et al. (2015) have observed spectroscopi-
cally seven stars in the UFD galaxy Pisces II (L = 104L⊙),
discovered by Belokurov et al. (2010); however, he was able
to measure the metallicity of only four of them. Among these
four stars, one, Pisces II 10694, is a CEMP star with [Fe/H]=
–2.7. In the Ultra Faint Dwarfs very few stars are observable.
Establishing that even one of the stars is a CEMP-no star (or
a CEMP-s) can provide useful information. The quality of the
spectra of Kirby et al. (2015) did not allow him to determine the
C abundance (although the C-enhancement is visible from the
CN band between 830 nm and 840 nm) or the abundance of any
element other than iron. This star is a cool giant, and thus the
probability that it has undergone deep mixing is high. In this
case the carbon abundance in the gas that formed the star should
have been even higher than observed now in the atmosphere of
the star, the abundance of the heavier elements remaining un-
touched by deep mixing.
The aim of this paper is to determine the abundances of the
main elements in Pisces II 10694 from spectra obtained with
a higher resolution and in a larger wavelength range than the
spectrum studied by Kirby et al. (2015) in order to establish the
CEMP type of this star.
1. Observational data
The g magnitude of Pisces II 10694 is 19.9. This very faint
star was observed in service mode with Kueyen (ESO-
VLT, UT2) and the high-efficiency spectrograph X-Shooter
(D´Odorico et al. 2006; Vernet et al. 2011). The observations
were performed in staring mode with 1x1 binning and the in-
tegral field unit (Guinouard et al. 2006). The stellar light is di-
vided in three arms by X-Shooter; we analysed here only the
UVB spectra (from 400 to 560 nm with a resolving power R =
7900) and the visual (VIS) spectra (from 560 to 1000 nm with
R = 12600). The signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of the infrared spec-
trum (λ > 1000 nm) is too low to allow the analysis. The spec-
tra were reduced using the same procedure as in Caffau et al.
(2013). The total exposure time was 11 hours divided in thirteen
3000 s spectra.
Fig. 1. Number density of H− vs. optical depth log τRoss for three
different abundances of Mg. The blue line (A(Mg) = 7.58) cor-
responds to the solar abundance of Mg, the red line to the Mg
abundance in Pisces II 10694, and the black line (A(Mg) = 5.54)
to the Mg abundance expected for a normal metal-poor star with
[Fe/H]=–2.6. The molecular bands and the metallic lines are
mainly formed between log τRoss = −2 and –1, a region where
the number density of H− is strongly affected by the Mg abun-
dance.
Table 1. Radial velocity of Pisces II 10694 measured on the
twelve best spectra. All the radial velocities are given in km s−1.
The barycentric radial velocity is equal to (geocentric Rad. Vel.)
– (telluric Rad. Vel.) + (barycentric correction).
geocentric telluric lines barycentric barycentric
MJD Rad. Vel. Rad. Vel. correction Rad. Vel.
57934.35 -268.4 -4.4 26.9 -237.1
57955.28 -261.0 -2.2 21.9 -236.9
57955.33 -255.4 -3.4 21.7 -230.3
57956.26 -261.7 -4.0 21.7 -236.0
57963.22 -251.6 0.6 19.3 -232.9
57964.22 -249.7 0.9 18.9 -231.7
57964.31 -252.0 0.8 18.7 -234.1
57965.26 -251.1 3.0 18.5 -235.6
57980.17 -264.2 -15.9 12.5 -235.8
57982.20 -258.2 -13.0 11.5 -233.6
57985.24 -265.1 -16.9 9.9 -238.3
57985.29 -258.8 -15.9 9.8 -233.1
1.1. Radial velocities measurements
Thirteen spectra were obtained in 2017 between June 30 and
August 20. The radial velocity has only been measured on the
twelve spectra with the best S/N ratio (Table 1). The geocentric
radial velocity has been established from the position of the Hα
line, which is well defined in all the spectra.
Since X-shooter is a single object spectrograph for the
Cassegrain focus, it is sensitive to flexures. The flexure correc-
tion can be determined from the apparent position of the telluric
lines (zero point); for precise measurement of the radial velocity
it is very important to take into account this correction.
The uncertainty in the individual measurement of the
barycentric radial velocity is less than 4.0 km s−1. From the mea-
surements listed in Table 1 we were not able to detect a varia-
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Fig. 2. Observed spectrum (black crosses) and synthetic profiles of the CH and C2 bands computed with A(C)=6.8 and 7.4 for the
CH band, and A(C)=7.1 and A(C)=7.4 for the C2 band (blue lines). The red line represents the synthetic spectrum computed with
the adopted value of the C abundance in this region of the spectrum (A(C)=7.28 for the C2band and 7.25 for this region of the CH
band; see Table A.1). The abscissa is the wavelength in nm. Shown on the red side of the C2 band is the good fit of the Mg triplet
obtained with A(Mg)=6.6
tion in the radial velocity between June and August 2017. The
mean barycentric radial velocity is −234.6±2.4 km s−1, which is
consistent 1 with the value measured on May 2015 (Kirby et al.
2015): −232.0 ± 1.6 km s−1.
2. Abundance analysis
In a first step we interpolated a model in a grid of LTE
OSMARCS models (Gustafsson et al. 1975, 2003, 2008) with
the atmospheric parameters given by Kirby et al. (2015):
Teff=4130K, log g=0.8. These parameters are mainly based on
photometry and theoretical isochrones from the Yonsei-Yale
group (Demarque et al. 2004). With this model we found in
Pisces II 10694 a very strong enrichment of C, N, and Mg rela-
1 For each star in Pisces, Kirby gives the radial velocity relative to the
centre of the Sun (heliocentric radial velocity) neglecting the rotation of
the Sun around the gravity centre of the solar system, but the difference
between the heliocentric and barycentric velocities is of the order of a
few ms−1, which is negligible compared to the measurement errors.
tive to Fe; our spectrum does not contain Fe ii lines, which could
constrain the gravity better.
In these cool metal-poor giants, the main source of opacity
is the negative hydrogen ion H− whose abundance depends on
the electron density. The main electron donor is always Mg, es-
pecially in the atmosphere of Pisces II 10694 since all the other
metals are very scarce. As a consequence the continuous absorp-
tion strongly depends on the abundance of magnesium. In Fig.
1 we show the influence of the magnesium abundance on the
number density of H−. The metallic lines are formed at an opti-
cal depth close to log τRoss = −1, and the molecular bands nearer
the surface, close to or below log τRoss = −2, regions where the
number density of H− is strongly impacted by the magnesium
abundance. It is thus particularly important to determine the Mg
abundance before computing the molecular lines of C2 and CN.
As a consequence, in a second step we computed an
ATLAS12 model (Kurucz 2005) with these peculiar overabun-
dances of C, N, and Mg, and we iterated to determine the abun-
dances of the different elements. We note that after the NLTE
correction, there is a good agreement between the Ca abundance
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Table 2. Mean abundance of the elements in the Sun, in
Pisces II 10694, the number of lines used for this determination,
standard error, [X/H] = A(X)⋆−A(X)⊙, and [X/Fe] = [X/H]⋆−
[Fe/H]⋆. The solar abundances are from Lodders et al. (2009)
for all elements except Fe and C, which are from Caffau et al.
(2011).
Element A(X)⊙ A(X)⋆ N err [X/H] [X/Fe]
Li ≤ 0.2
C (CH) 8.50 6.98 - - –1.52 +1.08
C (C2) 8.50 7.28 - - –1.23 +1.38
N (CN) 7.86 7.09 - - –0.77 +1.81
[O i] 8.76 8.43 2 0.18 –0.33 +2.25
Na i 6.30 4.73 1 - –1.57 +1.03
Mg i 7.54 6.56 7 0.28 –0.98 +1.60
Ca i 6.33 3.88 7 0.23 –2.45 +0.13
Ca ii* 6.33 3.94 3 0.19 –2.37 +0.21
Ti i 4.90 2.74 1 - –2.16 +0.42
Fe i 7.52 4.92 15 0.10 –2.60 -
Ni i 6.23 3.83 2 0.23 –2.40 +0.20
Sr ii 2.92 0.5: 2 - –2.42: +0.18:
Ba ii 2.18 -1.52 3 0.18 –3.70 –1.10
* abundance corrected from non-LTE effects (see text).
deduced from the Ca i and the Ca ii lines (Table 2) confirm-
ing the choice of the gravity. The parameters of the model we
finally used for the analysis of Pisces II 10694 are: Teff=4130K,
log g=0.8, vt=2.0 km s−1, [M/H]=–2.5,A(C)=7.0, A(N)=7.0 and
A(Mg)=6.6.
The abundance analysis was performed using the LTE spectral
line analysis code turbospectrum (Alvarez & Plez 1998; Plez
2012). Since the resolution of the spectra is not very high and
since there are many molecular lines all along the spectrum, the
lines of the atomic elements are often blended. As a consequence
we determined the abundances by fitting synthetic spectra to all
visible lines. The results of these computations and the main
characteristics of these lines are given in the Appendix (Table
A.1). The hyperfine structure has been taken into account, in par-
ticular for the Ba ii lines.
The abundance of sodium is deduced from the Na D lines (Table
A.1) which are known to present a very strong non-LTE effect
in cool metal-poor giants (Andrievsky et al. 2007). However,
following Mashonkina et al. (2000), at [Fe/H]=–2 this effect is
maximum around Teff=5000K and decreases very rapidly when
the temperature decreases. At Teff ≈ 4100K and log g≈ 1.0, (as
in Pisces II 10694), the NLTE correction is negligible.
The mean abundances are given in Table 2. Since the red
Ca ii lines present a very strong non-LTE effect in cool giants,
we adopted in Table 2 a correction of –0.3 dex for the red
Ca ii triplet (based on Spite et al. 2012).
2.1. Abundance of the light elements: Li, C, N, and O
We tried to measure Li in Pisces II 10694. A χ-squared fitting
gives A(Li) = 0.0 dex, but in a conservative way we estimated
that A(Li) ≤ +0.2 dex.
The abundance of C and N is deduced from the molecular
bands of CH, C2, and CN. The data of these molecular lines are
taken from Plez et al. (2008) and Plez (2018). In Fig. 2, as an
example, we show the fit of a part of the CH and the C2 bands.
We adopted for the C abundance the mean of the abundances
deduced from the CH and the C2 lines: A(C)=7.13 (see Tables
Fig. 3. Fit of the profile of the forbidden oxygen lines. The ab-
scissa is the wavelength in nm. The blue lines show the synthetic
spectra computed with A(O)=8.1 and A(O)=8.7. The red line is
the best fit obtained with A(O)=8.3 for the line at 630 nm, and
A(O)=8.55 for the line at 636.3nm.
2 and A.1). The resolution of the spectrum is not sufficient to
determine the ratio 12C/13C.
The forbidden oxygen lines at 630.03 and 636.38 nm are
blended by telluric bands of O2 and H2O. The lines of these
bands are always weak in our spectra; however, we accounted
for them by dividing each of the observed spectra by the cor-
responding spectrum of the telluric lines 2 (Bertaux et al. 2012,
2014) computed at the time of the observation and at the posi-
tion of the star. The individual spectra free from telluric lines are
then added. The results of these computations are shown in Fig.
3.
In Fig. 4 we compare the C, N, and O abundances in
Pisces II 10694 and in carbon-normal metal-poor stars studied
homogeneously in the frame of the ESO Large Programme ‘First
Stars’ (Spite et al. 2005, 2006; Bonifacio et al. 2009). We added
also a classical carbon-rich very metal-poor giant studied in
the frame of this Large Programme: CS 2249-37 (Depagne et al.
2002). Mixing processes explain the large scatter observed in
the C and N abundances of the carbon-normal metal-poor stars.
In giant stars, at different levels of the evolution, mixing occurs
between the deep layers and the atmosphere, bringing to the sur-
face CNO processed material: the C abundance decreases and
the N abundance increases, but [O/Fe] remains constant. From
their atmospheric parameters, Pisces II 10694 and CS 22949-37
are both mixed giants and should be compared to the mixed gi-
ants in Fig. 4 (black triangles). Both stars appear to be very en-
hanced in C, N, and O, and the enhancements are similar.
2.2. Abundance of the neutron-capture elements
On the spectra of Pisces II 10694 we could only measure the
Sr and Ba abundances. Only two Sr lines are visible: one (at
407.76nm) is very blended in a regionwhere the S/N of the UVB
spectrum is low; the other line (at 1003.66nm) is located at the
very end of the VIS spectrum. In both cases the measurement of
the abundance is very uncertain and we have estimated that the
error of [Sr/Fe] is close to 0.5 dex.
2 http://cds-espri.ipsl.fr/tapas/
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Fig. 4. [C/Fe], [N/Fe], and [O/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] for
Pisces II 10694 and a sample of normal galactic very metal-poor
stars. The dwarfs are represented by solid squares, the stars in
the lower RGB branch by solid circles, and the mixed stars by
triangles. The classical galactic CEMP-no giant CS 22949-037
is added (green square). The star Pisces II 10694 is repre-
sented by a red star. The large overabundances of C, N, and
O in Pisces II 10694 are very similar to those observed in
CS 22949-37.
We were able to measure four Ba lines. The resonance line of
Ba ii (at 455.4 nm) is in a very crowded region of the spectrum
with a rather low S/N ratio; its measurement is very uncertain,
and thus we have determined the abundance of Ba only from the
other three lines (Table A.1 and Fig. 5).
3. Discussion
Kirby et al. (2015) consider that Pisces II 10694 belongs to the
UFD galaxy Pisces II, mainly from the radial velocity of the star.
With the Gaia Data Release 2 (DR2) (Gaia Collaboration et al.
2016, 2018; Arenou et al. 2018), it is possible in some Local
Group galaxies to use the proper motions and even the paral-
laxes of the stars to confirm that they are true members (e.g.
Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018; Simon 2018; Fritz et al. 2018).
At present this is not possible for Pisces II because these quan-
tities are now available for only two spectroscopic members of
Pisces II (9004 and 10694). They have been used to infer a sys-
temic proper motion for the system (Fritz et al. 2018), but the
large uncertainty of the parallaxes and proper motions hamper
Fig. 5. Fit of the profile of the Ba lines. The abscissa is the wave-
length in nm. The blue lines show the synthetic spectrum com-
puted with A(Ba)=–2.4 and A(Ba)=–1.2. The red line is the best
fit obtained with A(Ba)=–1.66 for the line at 493.4 nm, A(Ba)=–
1.58 for the line at 614.1nm, and –1.31 for the line at 649.6 nm.
Fig. 6. Abundance of carbon A(C) vs. [Fe/H] in dwarfs and turn-
off galactic CEMP stars from the literature (blue squares). Only
the determinations obtained from high-resolution spectra were
selected. The measurements made homogeneously by our team
are representedwith open blue circles. The dashed blue line (rep-
resenting [C/Fe] = +1) separates the region of the carbon-rich
metal-poor stars from the region of the normal metal-poor stars.
On the upper A(C) band (yellow zone) all the stars but four
are Ba-rich. On the contrary, on the lower A(C) band (hatched
blue zone) all the stars are CEMP-no. Below [Fe/H]=–3.4 all the
CEMP stars belong to the second group.
The Pisces II 10694 star is represented by a red filled star and the
CEMP giants in the dwarf galaxies Sculptor, Boo I and Seg I, by
open red stars. The galactic giant CS 22949-037 is represented
by a filled green square.
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the possibility of safely identifying them as possible foreground
stars.
3.1. The CEMP type of Pisces II 10694
3.1.1. Abundance of C, N, O
In Fig. 6 we have plotted the abundance of C versus
[Fe/H] for galactic metal-poor turn-off stars (Spite et al. 2013;
Bonifacio et al. 2015). In turn-off stars, the original C abundance
is not diluted by mixing with deep layers where C is trans-
formed into N, and thus the C abundance measured in these
stars is expected to be the abundance of carbon in the cloud
from which the star formed. The ‘normal’ metal-poor turn-off
stars like those studied in Bonifacio et al. (2015) in the frame
of the ESO Large Programme ‘First Stars’ from high-resolution,
high S/N spectra are located in the grey zone of the figure. Their
relatively high C abundance (measured from the CH band):
([C/Fe] = +0.45 ± 0.10) is in agreement with the models of the
chemical evolution of the Galaxy (see e.g. Romano et al. 2010).
We thus adopted [C/Fe] ≥ +1 as a definition of the C-rich stars
to avoid the tail of the distribution of the normal metal-poor stars
as already proposed by Beers & Christlieb (2005).
With this definition of the C-rich stars, the carbon-rich
turn-off stars, in Fig. 6 are located inside two different bands
(Spite et al. 2013; Bonifacio et al. 2015).
Most of the stars in the highest carbon band are Ba-rich and
sometimes also Pb-rich; however, some rare stars have been
found to be CEMP-no.
On the contrary, all the stars in the lowest hatched blue C band
have been found to be CEMP-no (see Fig. 6 in Bonifacio et al.
2015, for more details). Below [Fe/H]=–3.4 all the CEMP stars
belong to this second group.
It is generally considered that the CEMP-no stars were born
with the observed chemical composition. On the contrary,
the chemical composition of the CEMP-s stars is explained
by a mass-transfer from a companion in its asymptotic giant
branch (AGB) phase. Most of the CEMP-s stars show radial
velocity variations, which suggests that they are all binaries
(Lucatello et al. 2005; Starkenburg et al. 2014).
If we want to compare the C, N, O abundances in stars of
our Galaxy and in the carbon-rich Pisces II 10694, we have
to take into account that it is not a turn-off star and that extra
mixing could occur, inducing a transformation of C into N and
thus a decrease in the C abundance. In Fig. 4 (upper panel)
the difference in [C/Fe] between turn-off stars and evolved
mixed giants is about +0.7 dex (see also Spite et al. 2005, 2006;
Bonifacio et al. 2009). In the same way, in Fig. 4 (middle panel)
we estimate that the correction for [N/Fe] is about –0.8dex.
In Fig. 6 we have added the position of
Pisces II 10694 (filled red star symbol) and as a compari-
son, the position of the classical galactic evolved C-rich giant
CS 22949-037 Depagne et al. (2002). Both stars are cool giants
with log g=0.8 and 1.5 dex and their C abundance has to be
corrected for extra mixing. We adopted the same correction for
these two stars (+0.7 dex).
Two CEMP stars have been identified in the dwarf galaxy
Sculptor (Sku´lado´ttir et al. 2015; Chiti et al. 2018), but follow-
ing our definition of the C-rich stars, only one can be con-
sidered a CEMP: Sculptor 11-1-4422 with [C/Fe]=1.26dex, af-
ter mixing correction. In the UFD galaxy Bootes I, Lai et al.
(2011) measured for Boo21 [C/Fe]=+2.20, or [C/Fe]=+2.90
Fig. 7. [Sr/Ba] vs. [Ba/Fe] in normal very metal-poor stars in
our Galaxy (blue filled circles), in the stars in the dwarf galaxy
Sculptor (black open circles), and in Tuc II (blue open cir-
cles). The green open squares represent a sample of Galactic
CEMP stars studied from high-resolution spectra. The black dot-
ted line at [Sr/Ba] ≈ −0.5 represents the pure r-process pro-
duction as observed for example in the EMP star CS 31082-
001 (Cayrel et al. 2001; Hill et al. 2002) and the CEMP star
CS 22892-52 (Sneden et al. 2000, 2003).
The CEMP stars with a high value of [Ba/Fe] and a low value
of [Sr/Ba] have been enriched in neutron-capture elements by
the ejecta of an AGB. Many CEMP stars have the same range of
[Sr/Ba] as the normal EMP stars. They are CEMP-no. The red
star represents Pisces II 10694. It is very similar to the galactic
C-rich giant CS 22949-037 (filled green square).
after mixing correction. This star is also known as Boo-
119 (Gilmore et al. 2013; Frebel et al. 2016). In the UFD
galaxy Segue I, a CEMP star has been also detected: Segue I-
7 with [C/Fe]=+2.30, or [C/Fe]=+2.50 after mixing correction
(Norris et al. 2010). These stars have been also plotted in Fig. 6.
The stars Sculptor 11-1-4422, Boo I-119, and Segue I-7 clearly
belong to the lower A(C) band where all the stars are CEMP-no.
The star Pisces II 10694 with its higher metallicity, is located at
the limit between the lower and the higher A(C) band.
The oxygen abundance is also very high in Pisces II 10694:
[O/Fe]=+2.25 (in normal EMP stars indeed, the oxygen abun-
dance at this metallicity is close to [O/Fe]=+0.7). This strong
enhancement is close to that observed in the galactic CEMP star
CS 22949-37: [O/Fe]=+1.98 (Depagne et al. 2002).
3.1.2. Neutron-capture elements
As said previously, Pisces II 10694 is not Ba-rich and thus it is
a CEMP-no star. Since we were able to obtain an estimation of
the Sr abundance in this star (Table 2), it is interesting to check
whether it shares the same characteristics as the other CEMP-no
stars.
In Fig. 7 we have plotted [Sr/Ba] versus [Ba/Fe] for a sample
of normal galactic metal-poor stars studied in the frame of the
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Fig. 8. Abundance pattern of the elements in Pisces II 10694 and
three other galactic C-rich stars with [Fe/H]=-3.6, -4.0 and -5.7.
The abundance pattern of the elements in Pisces II 10694 is
very similar to the pattern observed in CS 22949-037 and
SDSS J1349+1407. In HE 1327-2326 which has an extremely
low metal abundance, the enhancement of C, N, O, Na is
stronger and the decrease steeper. In all the stars the abundance
of the elements from Ca and heavier is normal. The dashed
blue line shows the mean abundance pattern of the elements in
Pisces II 10694, CS 22949-037, and SDSS J1349+1407, and the
dotted grey line the mean abundance pattern in HE 1327-2326.
ESO Large Programme ‘First Stars’. All these stars are located in
a well-defined region of this diagram (see e.g. Spite et al. 2018).
Many Galactic CEMP stars are found in the same region as the
normal EMP stars. They are CEMP-no with [Sr/Ba] > −0.5.
The limit [Sr/Ba] ≈ −0.5 corresponds to the production of a
pure r-process (dotted line on Fig.7).
On the other hand, in our Galaxy many CEMP stars are ex-
tremely rich in Ba ([Ba/Fe] > 1) and their ratio [Sr/Ba] is lower
than the r-process limit. These stars have likely been enriched
by the ejecta of AGB stars or super-AGB stars forming neutron-
capture elements through the s-process (e.g. Busso et al. 1999)
or the i-process (e.g. Hampel et al. 2016, and references therein).
Jablonka et al. (2015) measure the abundance of Sr and Ba
in stars of the dwarf galaxy Sculptor. In Fig. 7 we compare the
ratio [Sr/Ba] in the normal metal-poor stars in Sculptor and in
our Galaxy; the stars of both galaxies occupy the same region
of the diagram suggesting a similar origin for these elements.
Unfortunately Chiti et al. (2018) were not able to measure the
abundance of Ba and Sr in the C-rich star Sculptor 11-1-4422,
and thus we do not plot this star in Fig. 7.
Since the Pisces II stars are very faint, there is no de-
termination of the abundance of the neutron-capture elements
in these stars other than Pisces II 10694. The position of
Pisces II 10694 in Fig. 7 suggests that it is a classical CEMP-
no star, as is CS 22949-037 in our Galaxy. The position of
Pisces II 10694 in this diagram is also very close to the position
of the normal very metal-poor giant HD122563, and it would
be interesting to compare the neutron-capture element pattern in
Pisces II 10694 and in HD122563. This will certainly be possible
when a high-resolution spectrograph is available on the next gen-
eration of extremely large telescopes, but it may also be within
reach of ESPRESSO (Pepe et al. 2013, 2014) fed by the four
VLT telescopes.
3.2. Chemical imprint by the first stars
The existence of a CEMP-no star in the UFD galaxy Pisces
II (with L ∼ 104L⊙) is consistent with theoretical predictions
of cosmological models (e.g. Salvadori et al. 2015) and hydro-
dynamical simulations (e.g. Jeon et al. 2017) suggesting that
these small galaxies might be the living relics of star-forming
mini-halos hosting the first stars. In these studies, long-lived
CEMP-no stars form in gaseous environments predominantly
imprinted by the chemical products of primordial low-energy
faint supernovae (SNe) (e.g. Bonifacio et al. 2003; Nomoto et al.
2003). The observed [C/Fe] = +1.23 and [Fe/H] = –2.6 of Pisces
II 10694 suggest that its birth environment was likely polluted
by both primordial faint SNe and normal Pop II stars exploding
as core-collapse supernovae (Salvadori et al. 2015 section 4, and
also de Bennassuti et al. 2017).
Salvadori et al. (2015) investigated the frequency of CEMP-
no stars in dwarf galaxies with different luminosities. One of
their key results is that the probability of observing CEMP-no
stars, imprinted by primordial faint SNe, increases with decreas-
ing galaxy luminosity and, on average, this probability is an or-
der of magnitude higher in UFDs than in more massive classical
Sculptor-like dwarf spheroidal galaxies. This is a direct conse-
quence of the association between UFDs and low-mass mini-
halos. The detection of a single CEMP-no star in Pisces II do
not allow us to make statistical comparisons with model predic-
tions. However, our observational confirmation of one CEMP-
no star out of the four stars identified by Kirby et al. (2015) at
[Fe/H]< −2 supports the idea that the probability of observing
CEMP-no stars is high in ultra-faint dwarf galaxies.
4. Conclusion
In Pisces II only seven stars have been spectroscopically ob-
served (Kirby et al. 2015), and one of these stars Pisces II 10694,
was found to be very metal-poor and was suspected to be C-rich.
—We confirmed (Fig. 4) that Pisces II 10694 is a CEMP star. Its
low lithium abundance (A(Li)¡+0.2 dex) suggests that this cool
giant star has undergone some extra mixing. As a consequence
we adopted a correction of +0.7 dex for [C/Fe] and –0.8dex for
[N/Fe].
— The ratios [N/Fe], [O/Fe], [Na/Fe], and [Mg/Fe] are also
strongly enhanced in Pisces II 10694. The abundances of Ca
to Ni are normal compared to the classical (not C-rich) EMP
stars. The abundances of the α elements Mg, Ca, and Ti are
only slightly enhanced relative to Fe, as is generally observed
in metal-poor stars.
— The abundance pattern in Pisces II 10694 (Fig. 8) is sim-
ilar to that observed in the galactic C-rich giant CS 22949-
037 (Depagne et al. 2002), and in SDSS J1349+1407, a turn-off
CEMP star recently reported by Bonifacio et al. (2018). These
three stars have a metallicity [Fe/H] between –2.6 and –4.0.
In Fig. 8 we have also added the abundance pattern of the
galactic extremely metal-poor C-rich subgiant HE1327-2326:
[Fe/H] = −5.7 following Frebel et al. (2008). In this star, the
enhancement of C,N,O, and Na is much stronger, but the de-
crease of this enhancement with the atomic number is steeper.
All the stars in Fig. 8 have a normal [Ca/Fe] ratio.
— The carbon abundance in Pisces II 10694 (A(C)=7.73 with
the extra-mixing correction) put this star at the limit between the
lower and the higher A(C) band (Fig. 6 and Spite et al. 2013;
Bonifacio et al. 2015).
— The observed chemical properties of Pisces II 10694 suggest
that it is a CEMP-no star. The abundance of strontium and bar-
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ium are very low in Pisces II 10694, as they are in the classical
Galactic CEMP-no star CS 22949-037. Our observational con-
firmation of a CEMP-no star in the UFD galaxy Pisces II agrees
with the predictions of theoretical models that follow early cos-
mic star formation in low-mass mini-halos and trace the chem-
ical signature of zero-metallicity stars exploding as faint SN
(e.g. Salvadori et al. 2015). Hence, our results suggest that the
UFD galaxy Pisces II might be the living fossil of a star-forming
mini-halo hosting the first stars. To make statistical comparisons
between model predictions and observations of UFD galaxies,
larger samples of CEMP-no stars are required. Our observational
findings show that the Pisces II galaxy is a perfect place to look
for more iron-poor, highly C-enhanced CEMP-no stars similar to
those found in the Galactic halo and in the faintest UFD Segue
I.
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Table A.1. LTE determination of the abundance A(X) = log(NX/NH) + 12 of the elements in Pisces II 10694.
Element wavelength χex log g f A(X) | Element wavelength χex log g f A(X)
in Å | in Å
C (CH) 4260-4300 - - 6.68 | Ca ii 8498.1 1.69 -1.429 4.46
C (CH) 4294-4316 - - 6.74 | Ca ii 8542.1 1.70 -0.463 4.11
C (CH) 4320-4340 - - 7.28 | Ca ii 8662.2 1.69 -0.723 4.15
C (CH) 4360-4380 - - 7.23 |
| Ti i 6258.1 1.44 -0.390 2.74
C (C2) 5030-5140 - - 7.24 | Ti i 6258.7 1.46 -0.280 2.74
C (C2) 5120-5165 - - 7.31 |
| Fe i 6065.5 2.61 -1.530 5.04
N (CN) 4120-4200 - - 6.73 | Fe i 6136.6 2.45 -1.400 4.94
N (CN) 4200-4215 - - 6.88 | Fe i 6137.7 2.59 -1.403 4.94
N (CN) 8070-8350 - - 7.35 | Fe i 6191.6 2.43 -1.417 4.88
N (CN) 8308-8350 - - 7.09 | Fe i 6213.4 2.22 -2.482 5.00
N (CN) 8362-8388 - - 7.06 | Fe i 6219.3 2.20 -2.433 4.94
N (CN)K* 8308-8350 - - 7.15 | Fe i 6230.7 2.56 -1.281 4.89
N (CN)K* 8362-8388 - - 7.36 | Fe i 6252.6 2.40 -1.687 4.97
| Fe i 6256.4 2.45 -2.408 4.97
[O i] 6300.3 0.00 -9.78 8.30 | Fe i 6265.1 2.18 -2.550 4.82
[O i] 6363.8 0.00 -10.258 8.55 | Fe i 6393.6 2.43 -1.432 4.83
| Fe i 6400.0 3.60 -0.290 4.70
Na i 5890.0 0.00 -0.194 4.73 | Fe i 6421.4 2.28 -2.027 4.84
| Fe i 6430.9 2.18 -2.006 4.86
Mg i 4703.0 4.35 -0.440 6.32 | Fe i 6678.0 2.69 -1.418 5.13
Mg i 5167.3 2.71 -0.931 6.68 |
Mg i 5172.7 2.71 -0.450 6.78 | Ni i 6643.6 1.68 -2.300 3.99
Mg i 5183.6 2.72 -0.239 6.90 | Ni i 6767.8 1.83 -2.170 3.67
Mg i 5528.4 4.35 -0.498 6.11 |
Mg i 8717.8 5.93 -0.865 6.70 | Sr ii 4077.7 0.00 +0.167 0.20:
Mg i 8736.0 5.95 -0.350 6.44 | Sr ii 10036.7 1.81 -1.312 0.80:
|
Ca i 5598.5 2.52 -0.087 3.76 | Ba ii 4554.0 0.00 +0.170 -2.15:
Ca i 5857.4 2.93 +0.240 4.23 | Ba ii 4934.1 0.00 -0.150 -1.66
Ca i 6102.7 1.88 -0.793 4.06 | Ba ii 6141.7 0.70 -0.076 -1.58
Ca i 6122.2 1.89 -0.316 3.56 | Ba ii 6496.9 0.60 -0.377 -1.31
Ca i 6162.2 1.90 -0.090 3.90 |
Ca i 6439.1 2.53 +0.390 3.70 |
Ca i 6493.8 2.52 -0.109 3.92 |
* Abundance measured on the Kirby spectrum.
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